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CHAPTER VII

Southeast Asia
In our definition, southeast Asia divides into two vast geographical groupings:
the continental peninsulas east of Bengal and south of China, and the insular
world which lies within a vast triangle that has Sumatra, the Philippines, and
New Guinea at its vertices. Life in the mainland states follows the rivers and
flows in a north-south direction; communication and trade along the sea lanes of
the archipelago run along east-west lines. In 1500 most of these lines intersected
at Malacca, a hub of commerce for both the mainland states and the archipelago.
A few places unrelated to this complex, such as the Ladrones (Marianas) will be
mentioned collaterally. Australia is omitted because there are no certain references to this continent in the contemporary printed materials. It should be
noticed, however, that Portuguese historians have claimed on the basis of evidence in sixteenth-century maps that voyagers touched on Australia in about
1522 and brought back. to Europe word of its existence. The absence of additional references to Australia is attributed to Portugal's policy of secrecy and
desire to conceal from the Spaniards whatever information it may have possessed on the continent down under. 1 But the evidence for Portugal's discovery of
Australia in the sixteenth century is still much too vague and tenuous in our
estimation to warrant more than mere mention.

I

TIm PlUNTlID

SOURCES IN REVIEW

There is no question that the Portuguese jealously guarded every scrap of
information which might have led potential competitors to the sources of the
spice trade. And, so far as the published accounts and printed maps show, they
I R. H. Major, :&tly Voyages to ••• AlISlTlIlill (London, 1859), pp. v-vi. For a statement of the
claim that Australia was discovered by the Portuguese in 1522 see Armando Comlllo, "A expanslo
portuguesa atram do Padfico (AustralW, Macau, ]aplo)," in Antonio Bailo (ed.), Hlstrlrill dII
expllllSio pOrtugutSII lUI mullllo U vols.; Lisbon, 1937-39), n, pt. 3, chap. xi.
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were successful for a time in keeping from others the authoritative information
in their archives on routes, marts, prices, and methods of trade. Spies and the
agents of foreign governments and commercial houses were naturally able to
acquire copies of maps and rutters, and some of the interested outsiders, like
Peutinger in Augsburg, collected a significant number of these documents. z
But, it is worth repeating,3 that no accounts of the East Indies by responsible
Portuguese authors were in print before 1550. All of the rutters and pamphlets
on the spice trade which appeared before mid-century were the work offoreigners who had been employed by the Portuguese or who had derived their
information either from participating themselves in the voyages or by interviewing those sailors fortunate enough to return. The exception to this generalization is, of course, the general announcements by the crown of Portuguese
successes in Asia.
The first printed material on southeast Asia was included in the ltinerario of
Ludovico di Varthema which appeared in 1510. Though there is some doubt
whether Varthema himself actually got east of Ceylon,4 we may conjecture
that his vague material on Tenasserim (Mergui), Pegu, Malacca, Sumatra and
the Spice Islands should be dated approximately as 1505-6.5 Nothing more was
published in Europe on this region until after the return of the "Victoria" to
Spain. The survivors of Magellan's expedition were courted and interviewed by
a number ofscholars, diplomats, prelates, and kings in an effort to learn from them
the secret of the Spiceries. In 1523, Maximilian of Transylvania's De Molucds
insulis •.. was printed at Cologne and Rome, and it gave to Europe, on the
basis of the author's interviews with the survivors, the first concrete information
on the location of the Moluccas and the conditions prevailing there. Two years
later, a truncated version of Pigafetta's story was published for the first time
at Paris under the tide I.e voyage et nauigation faict par les Espaignolz es isles de
Mollucques. 6 Pigafetta was the only participant in Magellan's expedition who
left a written account. His work is particularly important for its vocabularies of
Bisayan and Malayan words as well as for the author's deliberate and thorough
investigation of trading practices in southeast Asia. After Pigafetta's story had
been told in Venice, it was not until the publication in 1543 of the Viaggi fotti
alia Tana that fresh news of Malacca, Sumatra, and the Moluccas appeared in
print at the spice center on the Adriatic.
An aftermath of the successful circumnavigation of the world by a remnant
of Magellan's crew was the dispatch of two more Spanish expeditions via the
Pacific to the Spice Islands. These voyages, while unsuccessful in themselves,
helped Charles I to establish a claim to the Moluccas which he finally abandoned
a A. Cortcdo and A. Teixeira da Mota, Portug,"illtl mollUlllftltlJ CI/ttogrllphica (Lisbon,l¢o), I, IS.
See above, p. 181 •
.. See above, p. 16s.
5 A table with approximate dates is given in Sir Richard C. Tcmple (cd.), TIre ltiMrll17 of Lutlovito
tit V/JI11tmur ofBologrulfrom ISoa to Is08 (London, 1928), p. xxv.
6 Trmslations of this Fmu:h version into Italian and Eng1ish were reproduced later in the century
by Ramusio and Eden, respectively. See above, pp. z07, ZIO.
I

The Printed Sources
to Portugal in 1 S29 at Saragossa in return for a cash payment. While this
arrangement officially brought an end to the contest for the Moluccas, the
Spanish, particularly those in the New World, continued to hope and plan for a
trading and missionary foothold in southeast Asia. The chronicles of Oviedo
(Book XX, which deals with the East, was first published in IS48) and G6mara
(published in ISS2) summarized the information on the Spiceries obtained
through the Spanish voyages and provided Europe with its first comprehensive
accounts of the Philippines, Borneo, and the Spiceries.
In the first volunle of Ramusio's Navigationi published in ISSO, much of the
data available at mid-century on southeast Asia was put between two covers for
the first time. The Italian collector printed in the same volume the Periplus ofthe
Indian Ocean, then ascribed to Arrian, along with the fifteenth-century travels of
Nicolo de' Conti. He reproduced from manuscripts the letters on the spice
trade prepared early in the century by Tome Lopes, Giovanni da Empoli, and
Andrea Corsali. He republished the Itinerario of Varthema in a new Italian version. The original text, Ramusio contended, was too full of errors to warrant
reproduction. He included some of the available accounts of the Spanish
circumnavigation of the globe by translating into Italian the Latin text of
Maximilian of Transylvania and the French text ofPigafetta. He also published,
apparendy for the first time, the narrative of Juan Gaetano (also written, Ivan
Gaetan) who described the expedition of 1 S42 headed by Ruy Lopez de
Villalobos which sailed from Mexico across the Pacific to the Moluccas. Though
he included in Italian translation a large part of the Suma oriental of Tome Pires,
Ramusio was unable to acquire the prize portion on the archipelago and Malacca
which went unpublished until 1944. Ramusio's version, however, did include
Pires' short accounts of Cambodia, Champa, Cochin-China, Burma, Siam,
Pegu, and Arakan, as well as collateral references to the trade between Malacca
and the Spice Islands with India, Pegu, and other parts of continental southeast
Asia. The slighter and less authoritative summary of southeast Asia contained in
the Book of Duarte Barbosa, who probably never got east of India, was acquired
by Ramusio and is included in its entirety in Italian translation in his first volume.
In the 1 SS4 augmented edition of Volume I, Ramusio added a map of the
East Indies (probably drawn by Giacomo Gastaldi), Italian translations of two
Jesuit letters from Malacca, and a brief narration on the Spiceries by a Portuguese
who had returned on the "Victoria" from the Moluccas. In his second volume,
which deals with the land travels into Asia, Ramusio included in the first
edition (1559) his version of Marco Polo and in the second edition (IS74) the
travds of OOOric of Pordenone. The third volume of the Navigationi, first
published in ISS6, deals primarily with America but in it he included some
authors, like Oviedo, who had remarks to make about the Pacific ventures of
the Spanish, and also the discourses of Pierre Crignon on the French voyage of
IS29 to Sumatra.7
7

George B. Parks (comp.), The Conmus and Sources of RAmusio's Navigationi (New York,

1955).
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The major Portuguese sources on southeast Asia, which began to appear
contemporaneowly with Ramusio's compilations, are six in number: Castanheda's HistorUz, Albuquerque's Commentarios, Barros' Dlcadtu, the materials of
Ant6nio Galvio in the Tratatlo ••• dos tlescobrimentos (Lisbon, 1563), Damiao de
G6is' Chronica tlo Jelclssimo Rq D. Manoel (Lisbon, 1565), and Jorge de Lemos'
Historia dos «reos que em tempo tie Antonio Monis Barreto, Governatlor que fli dos
estatlos da India, os Achens, e laos puseriio 4Jortaleza tie Malaca, sentlo Tristao
Vaz tla Veiga capitiio della (Lisbon, 1585). All but the last of these books
deal with events in southeast Asia during the first half of the sixteenth century.
The Portuguese chroniclers, like the Jesuit historian, Maffei, characteristically
confine their attentions to the empire during its zenith. It was not until the
seventeenth century that Diogo do Couto and Manud de Faria e Sousa, both of
whom were employed by the Spanish, endeavored to write general histories of
the empire's decline and even they were forced from lack ofinformation to leave
a gap for the five yean from 1575 to 1580.8
Castanheda, who was resident in Asia from 1528 to 1538, may possibly have
journeyed to Malacca and the Moluccas. In his book he makes the general claim
to have visited the places which he describes; Do Couto, keeper of the Goa
archives in the later sixteenth century, records in his Asia that Castanheda
travded extensivdy east of India and even to the Moluccas.9 The eight books of
Castanheda's HistOria were published between 1551 and 1561, but it is mainly
in Books D through VI (published in 1552-54) that he takes up southeast Asia in
connection with Portuguese activities there for the period from 15II to 1542.
While his first book was translated a number of times into various languages
during the sixteenth century, the books (ll-VI) pertaining to southeast Asia
were translated only into Italian and that did not occur until 1577-78

(Venice).
In his treatment of southeast Asia, Castanheda follows closely the enterprises
of the Portuguese but pays little attention to local conditions. He has less interest
in geographical description than Barros and pays only passing deference to the
ｰｾｅｵｲｯ･｡ｮ＠
history of the peoples in the regions discussed. Malacca, the
Moluccas, and Pegu are described and commented upon in considerable detail,
and his discussion ofPegu is clearly his best effort. It is probable that Castanheda
used Barbosa for some of his data on the trade and ports of southeast Asia,
though without acknowledging it. His narrative, which is generally prosaic
and dry, begins to take on life when he comes to describe the struggles at
• See L A. Macpegor, "Some Aspec:a of Portugucle Historical Writing of the Simenth and
Sevenaath Centuries on South Bast AU." in D. G. B. Hall (eeL), HistDrUms of South &st .AM
(London, 1961), p. 196, Dk444 IV, Book s. chap. i. Many students of Castanheda seem not to have known about this
possibility, or, if they did, cIinnisscd it as being improbable and insuSiciently cIocumeDIed. CertaiDly
such travels WCIe possible, even though we do not have contemporary documentation to cIiDch the
matter. J. H. Harrison, "Five Portugucle HiItoriaDJ," in C. H. Philips (eeL). Huturilms of lrul;"
P_isttm IItItI Ceylon (London, 1961), p. 163, bas no hesitation in auerting unqualifiedly that "the
great value of Castanheda Iiea in his penonal acquaintanc:c with Ma1ac:ca and the Mo1w:cu."
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Malacca, Temate and Tidore-perhaps another indication of the fact that he
may have actually been in those places.
The Commentarios de Afonso Da/boquerque (Lisbon, ISS7; rev. ed., IS76),
prepared by the great captain's son on the basis of his father's letters written
from the East, contains a mixture of firsthand observations and secondhand
reports. Albuquerque's only direct experience in southeast Asia came during the
siege and conquest of Malacca in IS I I. While most of the description naturally
relates to Malacca and its immediate vicinity, Albuquerque also comments on
the initiation of relations with Siam and the dispatch of an expedition to
explore the Moluccas. He also makes brief references to Sumatra, Pegu, Java,
and Pahang. The abbreviated Commentarios includes rich detail on Malacca's
history under the Malay sultanate. On the siege and capture of Ma1acca, there is
considerable disagreement between the Commentarios and the letter of Giovanni
daEmpoli published by Ramusio. The account in the Commentarios is particularly
valuable, no matter what Braz de Albuquerque might have done to his father's
report, because the original is no longer extant. 10
While references to various parts of southeast Asia are scattered throughout
the Decadas of Barros, it is only the third decade (relating to the years from ISIS
to IS2S, not published until IS63) which deals extensivdy with the region.
Since he never travded to Asia, Barros' work is necessarily based exclusivdy on
the reports of others, a fact which probably hdps to account for his acceptance
of several tall stories. But he more than compensates for his critical failings by his
thoroughgoing researches into the official and unofficial sources available in his
day. Barros' survey is more systematic for the region as a whole than any of the
others produced in the century. while his description of Sumatra remained
unsurpassed until the eighteenth century, Barros' information on Java and
Indochina was not extensive and his narrative consequendy is not always as
clear and informative on these two territories as the reader might reasonably
expect from an author ofhis competence and erudition. II But, unlike Pires and
other writers who report from the scene, Barros seexns to get his proportions
better. He realizes that the intermediate world between India and China is
similar to both but different from each. Always hostile towards the Muslixns,
Barros points out that Pegu and Siam are dominated by heathens and that they
are rich and powerful states. While conscious of the wealth of the Indies, he
does not overestimate, as do so many of the Portuguese, the importance of the
archipelago and Malacca in the economy and politics of the "entire region.
After the appearance of Lemos' book in IS8S, the Portuguese secular writers
provide no more sources of significance. Once again, the books which appear
10 Academia das sciencias de Lisboa, CIlTttU de Afonso de Albuquerque (7 vols.; Lisbon, I884-193S);
although invaluable on Albuquerque's activities, the collcction docs not include his report of the
siege. For the translation of his remarks on Malacca see Walter de Gray Birch (trans. and ed.), The
Commentaries of the Great Afonso Dtllbaquerque ("Publications of the Halduyt Society," Old Series,
Vols. LXII and LXIII [London, I880D, Vols.lD and IV.
II See Zoe Swecker, "The Early Iberian Accounts of the Far East" (ph.D. dissertation, University
of Chicago, 1960), pp. IJ3-14.
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between 1585 and 1001 are from the pens of outsiders. These later sources may
be divided into three groups: the accounts of two Spaniards who obtained their
information about the East by way of the Philippines and Mexico; the narratives
of the commercial travelers and explorers from Italy and northern Europe; and
the Jesuit letterbooks and histories.
The two Spanish books, which first appeared respectively in 1585 and 1590,
are the work of religious writers with experience in America and hence are only
collaterally concerned with southeast Asia. The first of these was from the pen
of the Augustinian friar,Juan Gonzalez de Mendoza and was ca1ledHistoria de la
cosas mas notables, ritos, r costumbres, del gran reyno de la China (Rome, 1585).a
While this famous book deals primarily with China, as the tide indicates, it
also includes in its last chapters some interesting materials on Malacca, Indochina,
and the Philippines. Mendoza depends for these comments on the experiences
there in about 1579 of Martin Ignatius de Loyola, a relative of the first Jesuit
general and a Franciscan missionary himsel£ The second book by a Spaniard
was the work of the famous Jesuit Humanist, Jose de Acosta, who sojourned
for a long period in Mexico and learned about eastern Asia at this crossroads of
the Spanish empire. Acosta's volumes first appeared in Latin (1588-89), and,
in their complete form, were published in 1590 at Seville under the title Historia
natural r moral de las Indias. While Acosta's work centers on the New World,
it also includes scattered comments on the East Indies. From the viewpoint of
the scholar interested in southeast Asia, Acosta's work illustrates strikingly how
a Humanist of the late sixteenth century with overseas experience mentally
wrestled with himself to integrate his knowledge of Asia inherited from antiquity with the newer information.
The Italian, Dutch, and English merchants who comment on southeast Asia
had their narratives published between 1587 and 1599. The Viaggio (1587) of
the Venetian, Fedrici, records that he was east of India on at least three different
occasions, on the last two of which he was engaged in the opium traffic between
Cambay and Pegu. On his first and most extended trip into southeast Asia, he
visited from 1566 to 1569 in northern Sumatra (Achin), MaIacca, Tenasserim
(Mergui), Tavoy, and Martaban. His second voyage, which seems to have been
restricted to Pegu, probably occurred in 1572-73. His third voyage, which again
seems to have been limited to Pegu, possibly took place as late as 1577-78. J3 On
the basis of these experiences it is not surprising, when we consider that Fedrici
probably kept a diary, that he was able to provide the fullest and most accurate
account of Burma (Pegu) prepared by a European in the sixteenth century.14
Gasparo Balbi, another Venetian, published his Viaggio in 1590. It is clear,
because the author is precise in dating his peregrinations, that Balbi was in
.. For a full analysis of this book see below. pp. 743-45.
Since he gives so few dates in his record, it is difficult to determine exactly when he was at a
given place and how long he stayed there. The above dates are based on the estimates given in Jarl
Charpentier, "Cesare di Federici and Gasparo Balbi," Itulitltl Antiquary, un (1924),53-5414 "Fredericke ... has left us the best description of Burma that we have from a European source."
See D. G. E. Hall, Early English Intercourse with Burma (1587-17-#3) (London, 19a8), p. 18.
13
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Pegu for more than two years (1583 to 1586). While Balbi pirated many ofhis
comments on India from Fedrici, his record of events and his description of
Pegu are the most independent and best part of his book. IS It is also clear that
Balbi's contemporaries in Europe valued the Viaggio most for its detailing of
affairs in Pegu. Though Hakluyt probably knew Balbi's work, he never
published it. When it finally appeared in English translation in Purchas' collection, 16 his account ofIndia, except for materials on St. Thomas and Negapatnam,
were omitted while the portion on Pegu was included in its entirety.
Linschoten, who was in western India from 1583 to 1588, published his
ltinerario in its complete form in 1596. Though he never traveled east of India,
Linschoten managed to reconstruct, from informants in Goa and from the
books and maps at his disposal after he returned home, a comprehensive
survey of the places in southeastern Asia known to the Portuguese. In his
disquisitions on the flora and fauna of the East, Linschoten remarks on curiosities
such as the elephants of Pegu, the great shellfish of MaIacca, and the valuable
camphor of Borneo. In 1597, the year after Linschoten's book appeared, an
account of the first Dutch voyage to Java was published at Midde1burg and in
the following year it came out in an English translation.17 While this narrative
mainly recounts the problems of the voyage and the strife between the Dutch
captains, it also includes comments on conditions affecting trade in Java.
Ralph Fitch was the first Englishman to visit southeastern Asia and record his
experiences there. The account of his peregrinations which Hakluyt published
in 1599 is based in part upon Fedrici and in part upon his own experiences.
Fitch arrived at Pegu in 1586 and in the following year he made a journey to
Chiengmai in the Siamese Shan states. After returning to Pegu, he left for
Malacca in 1588 to collect information on the trade there. Then he made his
way back to Pegu by way of Martaban, and, after a short respite in Pegu,
began the long journey back to England. Since Fitch kept no diary or notes, his
recollections are hazy and his descriptions much less precise than those recorded
in the accounts of Fedrici and Balbi. Still, his experience of about three years in
southeast Asia gave him a genuine understanding of certain features of life
there, particularly of Pegu where he spent the most time. His independent
picture of the Buddhist monastic system of Burma is still respected as a faithful
representation. 18
When Drake circumnavigated the world in 1577-80, his ship, the "Golden
Hind," called at Temate in the Moluccas, at Roma Island, and at Java. Notices
of these places appeared in books and on maps prepared in northern Europe
15 Charpentier, loco cit. (n. 13), p. 61 •
• 6 As reproduced in Samuel Purchas (cd.), Ha1elwytus Posthumus; or, Pu,cIuu His Pilgrimes (,'Publications of the Halduyt Society," Extra Series, Vol. X [Glasgow, I9OS-7D, pp. I43....s417 The original is entitled V trhael vande Reyse by tie Holltmdtsche Schepm getl4en nlltr Oost lndim
(Middleburg, IS97). The English version, translated by William Phillip, is entitled The Description of
II Voyage Made by Ctrtaine Ships of Holland into the Bast Indies (London, IS98). See above, p. 202n•
•• D. G. E. Hall, Europe and Burma. A Study of European Relations with Burma to the Annexation of
Thibaw's Kingdom (1886) (London, I94S), p. IS.
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beginning in 1582. Of particular importance is the narrative compiled by
Hakluyt from documents written by participants in the Drake enterprise. The
final version, the last of several earlier and less complete compilations, appeared
in 1600 in the Principal Navigations l9 and was entided The Famous Voyage of

Sir Francis Drake into the South Sea . .. begune in the yeere oj our Lord 1577. This
short narrative is particularly rich in its description of the garb and court
ceremonies of Ternate. It also gives a few notes on the political conditions
prevailing in the Moluccas in the crucial year of 1578 when the Portuguese
established themselves at Tidore, and it also provides a few references to the
rulers of Java in 1579. The first voyage to the East of James Lancaster, an
Englishman with long experience in Portugal, took place in the years 1591 to
1594. He was sent out by a group of London merchants to make a reconnaissance
of the Portuguese route to Malacca. Two narratives of these voyages of pillaging
and surveying were acquired and published by HaklUyt.20 These documents
contain fascinating data on Portuguese trade, but very litde material on Asia
itsel£ The English narratives are especially important because they refer to
times for which we have very few other contemporary sources on the eastern
archipelago.
The Jesuit letters published in Europe give scattered runs of information on
various parts of southeast Asia from 1552 to the end of the century. Most of the
Xavier letters from Malacca and the Moluccas were not published until the
Tursellinus collection appeared in 1595-96. The early letterbooks, published
mainly in Portugal and Italy, frequently include letters from his followers in
southeast Asia. But, as in the case of India, a sharp break in published versions
of the letters occurs beginning with the letters penned in the period from
1564 to 1568. 21 Several of the letters written before 1564 were republished
beginning in 1569. Over the entire period (1552-1600) ten of the letters dated
from southeast Asia were published three or more times. It is not until the last
decade of the century, however, that new and substantial additions were
incorporated into the letterbooks. Most of the letters dated from the islands give
information on native customs and the problems being faced by the Jesuits in
the Moluccas and in Amboina before 1570. Not a single Jesuit letter from the
Moluccas was published during the last generation of the century. Those dated
from Malacca are ordinarily concerned with matters far removed from the
III, 730-42; also see XI, 101-33.
Barker's narrative is in Vol. II, Pt. II, pp. 102-3; May's narrative is in III, 571-']2. For recent,
edited versions of these documents see Sir William Foster (cd.), The Voyages of Sir James Lancaster to
Brazil and the &st Indies ("Hakluyt Society Publications," Second Series, No. LXXXV [London,
1940)], pp. I-SI.
21 C. Wessels, S. J., Histoire de la mission d'Amboine .•• 1564-16115 (Louvain, 1934), p. 9, asserts
that as far as he can determine not a single letter from Amboina or the Moluccas was printed in the
period from IS70 to 1600 which had been written during that time. He accounts for this by referring
to the complete dependence of the mission upon the crowns of Spain and Portugal. He also points
out how slow Rome was to publish Tc:ixcira and Valignano's surveys of Xavier's activities in the
East; from the context into which he puts this discussion he seems to imply that the papacy was also
under pressure from the Iberian powen to keep detailed information on the Spiccries out of print.
19
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local scene. The Jesuits at Malacca, like the merchants, were usually in transit,
and mostly write about the places from which they came or about what they
have heard of the place to which they are going. As a whole, the Jesuit letters
are much less valuable for southeast Asia than they are for Japan. zz
The first author to use the Jesuit letters extensivdy, as well as many secular
sources, was Maffei whose Historiarum Indicarum libri XVI appeared at Florence
in 1588. In his scattered sections on the various parts of southeast Asia, Maffei
includes more from the Jesuit letters than he does when commenting on India.
As he recounts the expansion of the Portuguese and the Jesuits to about 1557,
Maffei interrupts his narrative at appropriate points to present thumb-nail
sketches of what he knew from his researches about such places as Sumatra,
Siam, and Pegu. The Spanish Jesuit, Guzman, in his Historia de las missiones
(1601), likewise gives occasional vignettes of those parts of southeast Asia where
the Jesuits were active. Since Guzman depends more than Maffei upon the letters
and Spanish sources, and less upon the Portuguese historians who wrote almost
exclusivdy about the first half of the century, he recounts political events in a
slightly less stylized manner and without too much regard for the sensibilities
of the Portuguese. His detailed descriptions of the wars going on in southeast
Asia during the last quarter of the sixteenth century and the amount of information he possessed on Cambodia reflect the fact that some of his sources came to
him from the missionaries in the Philippines. In short, Guzman is particularly
useful for the history of southeast Asia during the last generation of the sixteenth century, a period when firsthand accounts, aside from Jesuit letters, are
in short supply. Neither Maffei nor Guzman had travded to Asia and both
based their narratives on the materials available to them in Europe.
The European sources generally tend to consider southeast Asia as a part of
"further India," even though they bring out clearly how important the Chinese,
Japanese, and Muslims were at Malacca and in the islands. The Moluccas,
always of interest for its cloves and other spices, receives the attention of most
of the writers, including the Jesuits. As the place where the Spanish and
Portuguese empires met in the East, the Spice Islands in the sources receive
radically different treatment on a number of re1ativdy simple matters. The
sources are especially contradictory on the exact location of the Moluccas and
the Philippines, important questions in the debated question of ownership. The
Portuguese historians and other Europeans who travded in Portuguese India are
especially authoritative on Pegu, Siam, the Malay Peninsula, and Sumatra.
The Spanish writers are best on the Philippines, Borneo, and Cambodia. Z3
Based on a study of Robert Streit, Biblioteca miuionum (Aachen, 19Z8), IV, passim.
While Portuguese adventuren and the Dominican missionaxy Gaspu da Cruz were in Cambodia
by ISSS-S6, it is not until the last yean of the century that concrete information begins to appeu on
Cambodia in European published works. It was mainly in connection with the Spanish efforts to get a
continental foothold that Europeans became aware of Cambodia. In 1601, the lint description of the
ruins of Angkor was included in F. Marcello de Ribadeneyra, O. F. M., Historia de las islas del
archipielago, '1 reynos de la gran China • •• (Bucelona, 1601), pp. 173-87. For an exa:llent summary of
the discovery of Cambodia by the Iberians see Bemud P. Gros1ier, Angleor et Ie Cambodge au XVIe
s;ecle d'apres les sources ponugaises et espllflWles (Paris, 19S8), chap. ii.
22
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Java is the territory most slighted and the Javanese are the people viewed most
hostilely by the Iberian authors, perhaps because of the sporadic wars in which
they engaged the Portuguese, who sought to replace them as the great international traders of the region. u That the Portuguese were ultimately unsuccessful
in their effort to eliminate the Javanese is brought out by the voyage ofLancaster
which transgressed the Portuguese monopoly and by Linschoten when he writes
to his countrymen: " ... men might very well traffique [to Java] without any
impeachment [hindrance], for that the Portingales come not thether, because
great number of lava come themselves unto Malacca to sell their wares." zs
It was in the Byzantine versions of Ptolemy's Geographia that the first general
description of southeast Asia became available before the fifteenth century.Z6
Book vn, chapter 2. of the principal extant version lists the coastal features,
riverine divisions, and the inland towns of the Golden Khersonese (Malay
Peninsula). But no effort is made by the compiler to describe its countryside,
people, or products. If the stylized Ptolemaic co-ordinates are abandoned when
evaluating the data on southeast Asia, a dearly recognizable delineation of the
coast of peninsular southeast Asia from the Bay of Bengal to Indochina emerges
from the Geographia. Z7 While modern scholars are not agreed on the identifications of the many rivers, gulfs, and inland towns mentioned in the Geographia,
it is dear that the Byzantine compilers were aware of the strategic importance
of the emporiums of the Malay peninsula in the trade of southeast Asia. z8
Not until the late thirteenth century did the entrepots, capitals, islands, and
states of southeast Asia begin to be heard about in Europe under the names by
which we know them today. Marco Polo refers by name to Champa (which
corresponds roughly to modern Cochin-china), the Great Island of Java (Java
or Cochin-china) and to Java the Less (Sumatra), while describing many other
islands, towns, and peoples more difficult to identify. Significandy neither
Polo nor Odoric of Pordenone, who returned to Europe in 1330, mentions
Malacca. This may be accounted for by the fact that Malacca had not yet
become a great merchandising center. Z9 Odoric discourses on "Nicuveran"
(the Nicobar Islands), but gives nothing more than some legendary information
about them. 30 Other European travelers of the fourteenth century also refer to
Champa, Java, and Java the Lesser (Sumatra), possibly based on the traditional
yarns told to them by the Arab sailors with whom they voyaged. Nicolo de'
S4 The Javanese ale usually described by the Iberian writers as fierce warrion who ale base and
umcliable in their business dealings. For an independent, and similar judgment ICC I. A. Macgregor,
"Notes OD the Portuguese in Malaya," JOIITMI of the MaltJYIIII BrlltlCh of the Royal Asi.tie Society
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zs A. c. Bume1l and P. A. Tiele (eds.), The VO)'IIgt ofJohn HMygbtn Villi Linschotm to the &t
lru1ies (uHalduyt Society Publications," Nos. LXX and LXXI, Old Series [London, 188S» I, lIZ.
ZI Paul Wheatley, The Goldm KItmontst (Kuala Lumpur, 1961), pp. 138-40.
Z7 For a map showing the Ptolemaic coastline superimpoted on a modem map of southeast Alia
ICC

ibill., p. 146.

as See ibi4., pp. ISI-SZ.
at
30

Probably founded ell. 1400. Ibill., pp. 306-7.
D. G. E. Hall, A History of Stnltb-&t As;' (London, 1960), p. 189.
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Conti, the Venetian who returned home in about 1444, calls Sumatra by the
classical name of "Taprobana" and refers to "Andamania" (the Andaman
Islands) and the city of "Panconia" (Pegu), the capital of the Mon kingdom of
Pegu in Burma. Girolamo da Santo Stefano, the Genoese merchant, who visited
Pegu in 1496 gives its name more correctly, tells about setting out on a trading
expedition to Malacca, and of fInally having ended up on Sumatra)1 From this
brief recapitulation of Renaissance travel accounts it can be observed generally
that the few Europeans who traveled into southeast Asia before the opening of
the sea route included in their summaries some information on Champa, Java,
Sumatra (though not under this name until Santo Stefano's visit there in 1497),
Pegu, and the Nicobar and Andaman Islands. Many other places and peoples in
"further India" they also referred to under designations which are not so
readily identifIable.
Varthema, whether or not he actually traveled east of India himself, was the
fIrst writer formally to introduce Malacca to Europe, though the Portuguese
and those who sailed with them had heard about it shortly after landing at
Calicut. 32 The merchant from Bologna also comments in some detail on
Tenasserim (Mergui) and Pegu, and he seems vaguely to understand that the
religion of Burma (Buddhism) is different from Hinduism)3 Like Santo Stefano,
he calls Sumatra by the name which we use today, and like Conti, he identifIes
it with Taprobane. 34 He also sailed eastward to Banda and to the Moluccas
"where the cloves grow," and was the fIrst European writer who even made an
effort to describe the Spice Islands. Varthema then began his return westward
and stopped on his way at an island which he calls "Bornei." It is not clear
from his brief description whether or not he is referring to Borneo, the great
island which derives its name from one of the chief Malay states (Brunei)
existing on it when the Europeans fIrst arrived there. 35 If we assume, as I do,
that he is referring to Borneo" it can then be concluded that most of the major
islands of the archipelago and some of the leading cities of continental southeast
R. H. Major (ed.), India in the Fifteenth Century ("Halduyt Society Publications," Old Series,
xxn [London, 18S7D, Pt. IV, p. 7.
32 In the Dutch work Calcoen (1.104), "Melatk" is mentioned as the place from whence come the
spices. The Nuremberg newsletter of 1.10.1 (The Right Way to Travelftom Lisbon to Calilllt) gives the
distance from Quilon to "Mellacka" and to "Scharm2rttar" (SumatIal). But, the famous letter
from King Manuel to Castile (1.10.1) makes no mention of Malacca. Sec above, pp. 160-61.
33 Temple (cd.), op. cit. (n• .1), p. 1xix.
34 Conti also says that it is known locally as "Sciamuthera." But as far as its name is concerned,
"even to the present day, it is like the other large islands of the Archipelago, Java perhaps excepted,
without a name familiar to the inhabitants." (John Crawfurd, A Descriptive Dictionary oJthe Indian
Islands and AdjtU:ent Countries [London, 18.16]. p. 413.) For its derivation from "Sumitrabh6mi"
rather than "Samudra" see N.J. Krom, "De naam Sumatra," Bijtlragen tot de taal-,land-en Vollmltunde
van Netkrlandsch-Indii, C (1941), S-2S. Linschoten (in Burnell and Tiele [eds.], op. cit. [n. 2.1], I,
10']-8) continues to call it Taprobane at the end of the century, even though Barros had earlier
insisted upon Taprobane's identification with Ceylon.
IS It may be that he actually is referring to the island ofBuru, south of the Moluccas. Sec Temple,
op. cit. (n. S), pp.lxxv-lxxvi. Crawfurd (op. cit. [n. 34], p. 63) believes that he is talking about Borneo,
and is simply giving one spelling of the Malay city or state which later European writen render as
31

Vol.

"Brune," "Brunai," "Burne," or "Burnai."
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